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ABSTRACT 

Android  is  a  software  stack  for mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware  and key 

applications. Android is a software  platform  and operating system for mobile devices based on  the Linux operating 

system and developed by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. It allows developers to write managed code in a 

Java-like language that utilizes Google-developed Java libraries, but does not support programs developed in native 

code. The unveiling of the Android platform on 5 November 2007 was announced  with the founding of the Open 

Handset  Alliance, a  consortium of 34 hardware, software and telecom companies devoted to advancing  open 

standards  for mobile devices. When released in 2008, most of the Android platform will be made available under 

the Apache  free-software  and open-source license.Open - Android allows  to access  core  mobile device  

functionality  through  standard API calls. All applications are equal - Android does not differentiate between the 

phone's basic and third-party applications -- even the dialer or home screen can be replaced.  Breaking down 

boundaries - Combine information  from the web with data on  the phone -- such as contacts or geographic location -

- to create new  user  experiences.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Android is an operating system based on the Linux kernel, and designed primarily for touchscreen  mobile devices 

such as smartphones and tablet computers. Initially developed by Android, Inc., which Google backed financially 

and later bought in 2005, Android was unveiled in 2007 along with the founding of the Open Handset Alliance—a 

consortium of hardware, software, and telecommunication companies devoted to advancing open standards for 

mobile devices. The first publicly available smartphone running Android, the HTC Dream, was released on October 

22, 2008. 
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The user interface of Android is based on direct manipulation, using touch inputs that loosely correspond to real-

world actions, like swiping, tapping, pinching, and reverse pinching to manipulate on-screen objects. Internal 

hardware—such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and proximity sensors—is used by some applications to respond to 

additional user actions, for example adjusting the screen from portrait to landscape depending on how the device is 

oriented. Android allows users to customize their home screens with shortcuts to applications and widgets, which 

allow users to display live content, such as emails and weather information, directly on the home screen. 

Applications can further send notifications to the user to inform them of relevant information, such as new emails 

and text messages. 

 

FIGURE 1 : ANDROID 

 

televisions, games consoles, digital cameras, and other electronics. 

 

2. HISTORY 

Android Inc. founded in 2003  

Android, Inc. was founded in Palo Alto, California, United States in October, 2003 by Andy Rubin (co-founder of 

Danger), Rich Miner(co-founder of Wildfire Communications, Inc.), Nick Sears (once VP at T-Mobile), and Chris 

White (headed design and interface development at WebTV) to develop, in Rubin's words "...smarter mobile devices 

that are more aware of its owner's location and preferences."  

 Android Inc. acquired by Google  

Google acquired Android Inc. in August, 2005, making Android Inc. a wholly owned subsidiary of Google Inc. Key 

employees of Android Inc., including Andy Rubin, Rich Miner and Chris White, stayed at the company after the 

acquisition. Version history Android has seen a number of updates since its original release. These updates to the 

base operating system typically focus on fixing bugs as well as adding new features. Generally each new version of 

the Android operating system is developed under a code name based on a dessert item. The most recent released 

versions of Android are:  

• Android 1.5 (Cupcake)  

• Android 1.6 (Donut):- (features) Most of the changes in 1.6 are behind the scenes, but users will be able to 

notice a few update 

3. FEATURES 

Android's user interface is based on direct manipulation, using touch inputs that loosely correspond to real-

world actions, like swiping, tapping, pinching, and reverse pinching to manipulate on-screen objects.
 
The 

response to user input is designed to be immediate and provides a fluid touch interface, often using the vibration 

capabilities of the device to provide haptic feedback to the user. Internal hardware such 
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as accelerometers,gyroscopes and proximity sensors are used by some applications to respond to additional user 

actions, for example adjusting the screen from portrait to landscape depending on how the device is oriented, or 

allowing the user to steer a vehicle in a racing game by rotating the device, simulating control of a steering 

wheel. 

                                                            

                                                     FIGURE 4 : INTERFACE OF ANDROID 

Present along the top of the screen is a status bar, showing information about the device and its connectivity. This 

status bar can be "pulled" down to reveal a notification screen where apps display important information or updates, 

such as a newly received email or SMS text, in a way that does not immediately interrupt or inconvenience the 

user. Notifications are persistent until read (by tapping, which opens the relevant app) or dismissed by sliding it off 

the screen. Beginning on Android 4.1, "expanded notifications" can display expanded details or additional 

functionality; for instance, a music player can display playback controls, and a "missed call" notification provides 

buttons for calling back or sending the caller an SMS message. 

Android provides the ability to run applications which change the default launcher and hence the appearance and 

externally visible behaviour of Android. These appearance changes include a multi-page dock or no dock, and many 

more changes to fundamental features of the user interface. 

                                                             

4. APPLICATIONS 

Android has a growing selection of third party applications, which can be acquired by users either through an app 

store such as Google Play or the Amazon Appstore, or by downloading and installing the application's APK file 

from a third-party site. Google Play Store allows users to browse, download and update applications published by 

Google and third-party developers, and the Play Store client application is pre-installed on devices that comply with 

Google's compatibility requirements and license the Google Mobile Services software.The client application filters 

the list of available applications down to those compatible with the user's device, and developers may restrict their 

applications to particular carriers or countries for business reasons. Purchases of unwanted applications can be 

refunded within 15 minutes of the time of download, and some carriers offer direct carrier billing for Google Play 

application purchases, where the cost of the application is added to the user's monthly bill. 

As of July 2013, there are more than one million applications available for Android in Play Store. As of May 2013, 

48 billion apps have been installed from Google Play store. 

Applications ("apps"), that extend the functionality of devices, are developed primarily in the Java programming 

language
 
, language using the Android software development kit (SDK). The SDK includes a comprehensive set of 

development tools, including a debugger, software libraries, a handset emulator based on QEMU, documentation, 

sample code, and tutorials. The officially supported integrated development environment (IDE) isEclipse using the 

Android Development Tools (ADT) plugin. Other development tools are available, including a Native Developmen 

Kit for applications or extensions in C or C++, Google App Inventor, a visual environment for novice programmers, 

and various cross platform mobile web applications frameworks. 
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5. SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

Android applications run in a sandbox, an isolated area of the system that does not have access to the rest of the 

system's resources, unless access permissions are explicitly granted by the user when the application is installed. 

Before installing an application, Play Store displays all required permissions: a game may need to enable vibration 

or save data to an SD card, for example, but should not need to read SMS messages or access the phonebook. After 

reviewing these permissions, the user can choose to accept or refuse them, installing the application only if they 

accept. The sandboxing and permissions system lessens the impact of vulnerabilities and bugs in applications, but 

developer confusion and limited documentation has resulted in applications routinely requesting unnecessary 

permissions, reducing its effectiveness. Google has now pushed an update to Android Verify Apps feature, which 

will now run in background to detect malicious processes and crack them down.The "App Ops" privacy and 

application permissions control system, used for internal development and testing by Google, was introduced in 

Google's Android 4.3 release for the Nexus devices. Initially hidden, the feature was discovered publicly; it allowed 

users to install a management application and approve or deny permission requests individually for each of the 

applications installed on a device. Access to the App Ops was later restricted by Google starting with Android 4.4.2 

with an explanation that the feature was accidentally enabled and not intended for end-users; for such a decision 

Google received criticism from the Electronic Frontier Foundation. Individual application permissions management, 

through the App Ops or third-party tools, is currently only posssible with root access to the device 

 

                                                   

FIGURE 6 : SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

Research from security company Trend Micro lists premium service abuse as the most common type of Android 

malware, where text messages are sent from infected phones to premium-rate telephone numbers without the 

consent or even knowledge of the user. Other malware displays unwanted and intrusive adverts on the device, or 

sends personal information to unauthorised third parties. Security threats on Android are reportedly growing 

exponentially; however, Google engineers have argued that the malware and virus threat on Android is being 

exaggerated by security companies for commercial reasons,and have accused the security industry of playing on 

fears to sell virus protection software to users. Google maintains that dangerous malware is actually extremely 

rare, and a survey conducted by F-Secure showed that only 0.5% of Android malware reported had come from the 

Google Play store. 

Google currently uses Google Bouncer malware scanner to watch over and scan the Google Play store apps.It is 

intended to flag up suspicious apps and warn users of any potential threat with an application before they download 

it.Android version 4.2 Jelly Bean was released in 2012 with enhanced security features, including a malware scanner 

built into the system, which works in combination with Google Play but can scan apps installed from third party 

sources as well, and an alert system which notifies the user when an app tries to send a premium-rate text message, 

blocking the message unless the user explicitly authorises it.Several security firms, such as Lookout Mobile 

Security,AVG Technologies, and McAfee,have released antivirus software for Android devices. This software is 
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ineffective as sandboxing also applies to such applications, limiting their ability to scan the deeper system for 

threats. 

Android smartphones have the ability to report the location of Wi-fi access points, encountered as phone users move 

around, to build databases containing the physical locations of hundreds of millions of such access points. These 

databases form electronic maps to locate smartphones, allowing them to run apps like Foursquare, Google 

Latitude, Facebook Places, and to deliver location-based ads.Third party monitoring software such as TaintDroid, an 

academic research-funded project, can, in some cases, detect when personal information is being sent from 

applications to remote servers.In August 2013, Google released Android Device Manager (ADM), a component that 

allows users to remotely track, locate, and wipe their Android device through a web interface. In December 2013, 

Google released ADM as an Android application on the Google Play store, where it is available to devices running 

Android version 2.2 and higher. 

5.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Google’s Android Smart Phones: 

Google Android is open source software. In theory this means that the Google Android software platform will have 

a competitive advantage over other operating systems like Symbian, Microsoft mobile or Blackberry. There are a 

host of advantages that Google‘s Android will derive from being open source software. Some of the advantages 

include:  

1. The ability for anyone to customize the Google Android platform will open up the applications playing field to 

small and new players who lack the financial muscle to negotiate with wireless carriers like AT&T and Orange. The 

consumer will benefit from having a wide range of mobile applications to choose from since the monopoly will be 

broken by Google Android.  

2. Although this will depend on the carrier, one will be able to customize a mobile phones using Google Android 

platform like never before, right down to the screen. Features like weather details, opening screen, live RSS feeds 

and even the icons on the opening screen will be able to be customized.  

3. In addition, as a result of many mobile phones carrying Google Android, companies will come up with such 

innovative products like the location– aware services that will provide users with any information they might be in 

need of. This information could include knowing the location of a nearby convenience store or filling station. In 

addition the entertainment functionalities will be taken a notch higher by Google Android being able to offer online 

real time multiplayer games. However, Google Android is likely to experience some problems as well. These 

problems might include rejection of Google Android by carriers who charge a fee for some of the web based 

applications which Google Android will enable mobile phone holders to access free of charge. Also, since Google 

Android is an open source platform driving all Android phones, it could significantly increase the risk of hacking 

these devices. If this happens, then locking mobiles as a security measure will be a mockery.  SGI Reflections- 

International Journal of Science, Technology and Management 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Now cell phone is the major part of everyone‘s life. Android making them more and more users interactive by 

providing lots of applications and services. Its large touch pad and sensor mode provide easy access to user. As all 

the mobile applications are build in java but android does not have any java virtual machine, there is a special virtual 

machine which is built for Android that is Dalvik virtual machine which compiles the code in .dev form. Android 

support for real time application, providing four different directions making it a real time system.  
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